THE IMPACT OF TRANSPARENCY IN INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE ISSUES

under the direction of
Irène BOUHADANA, William GILLES, Richard CALLAND & Patricia JONASON

Tuesday 8th December
SALLE 216
09H00 - WELCOME - PANTHÉON CENTRE (SALLE 216 - 2nd Floor)

09H15 - OPENING - INTRODUCTION REPORT

From Climate Change Issues to Open Data and From Open Data To Climate Change Issues : The Right to Live in a Healthy Environment

• Irène BOUHADANA - Associate Professor at the Sorbonne Law School, Secretary-General of IMODEV, France
• William GILLES - Associate Professor HDR at the Sorbonne Law School, President of IMODEV, France

1ST SESSION
IMPROVING CLIMATE CHANGE POLICIES

09H45-11H15

Moderator : Patricia Jonason

The Green Climate Fund Disclosure Policy : Does it meet International Right to Information Standards?

• Richard CALLAND - Associate Professor in Public Law at the University of Cape Town, South Africa
• Patricia JONASON - Assistant Professor in Public Law at Söderntörn University, Sweden

Transparency and Opacity in Environmental Grandfathering

• Jonathan NASH - Professor of Law, David J. Bederman Research Professor (2014-15), Emory University School of Law, Atlanta, USA

Environmental Transparency in a Digital Era

• Russell L. Weaver - Professor of Law & Distinguished University Scholar, University of Louisville Louis D. Brandeis School of Law, USA

Climate Change in Courts - The Dutch Urgenda Case in a European Context

• Jan DARPO - Professor in Environmental Law at Uppsala University, Sweden
2ND SESSION
IMPROVING ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND PARTICIPATION REGARDING THE CLIMATE CHANGE

11H45 - 13H15

Moderator: Richard Calland

The Principle of Equality of Access to Environmental Information on Water Quality - The Case of Rio de Janeiro’s Guanabara Bay and Lagoa?
- Eleanor MITCH - Phd Student, University of Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, France

Democracy without transparency? An Indian Paradox
- Arundhati VIRMANI, Lecturer at EHESS Marseille, France; Former Reader Delhi University, India

The Contribution to Sustainable Development of Transparency and Citizens’ Control on Public Procurement award Procedures
- Roberto CARANTA - Assistant Professor in Administrative Law at the University of Turin, Italy

Food Sustainability and Transparency: a Web of Mindful Individuals Can Make a Critical Difference to the Development of Sustainable Food Policies
- Margherita POTO - Assistant Professor in Administrative Law at the University of Turin, Italy; and Laura FORNABAIO (PhD Student in European Union and National Legal Systems), Università di Ferrara, Italy

Non-State Actors and Compliance with EU Law: the Case of the EIA Directive in Latvia
- Olga KOVARZINA - Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Genève, Swiss.
REGISTRATION REQUIRED
Due to limited space, please register by email, on america@univ-paris1.fr, stating your full name, functions and email.
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For more information, please contact:
Irène BOUHADANA, William GILLES,
Ranjit G. SINGH

Chaire des Amériques
Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
58 Boulevard Arago, 75013 Paris
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